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Juan C.

5 Phenomenal job! Tom is a true professional, very enthusiastic and his work exceeded my expectations. I caused
a couple of dents to my Shelby GT500 while entering the garage, Tom resolved this issue and it looks like
nothing ever happened. He is very responsive and delivered the results as promised. He has a really good
reputation… see all his reviews online under The Dent Pro.

jim w.

5 Tom was excellent/superb work/all positive
The "go to" when needed!
thanks so much

Julianne H.

5 We had a dent in a precarious spot in a brand new Honda Accord, I contacted the dent pro and he responded
immediately and was able to fix the dent beyond our expectations. Great work and excellent customer service!

Kag C.

5 Tom,
Great job! The car looks brand new. Thanks again

Chris P.

5 Everything was great took the dent out no problem I wasn't sure how it would work with such a small door ding
but came out and looked like it never happened thanks for a great job would highly recommend to anyone who
needs repair

John K.

5 Outstanding job at a fair price. Completed in less than an hour at "MY" office location. Very impressive!!

Debbie B.

5 Tom was wonderful and explained every step in detail for a dent repair to my vehicle. Very professional. I would
recommend him to anyone needing a repair.

Rod S.

5 Service was promptly scheduled in RVA and arrived on time. Tom removed dents from two of our vehicles (one
on a tailgate and another on a front fender) and they look flawless. Pricing was reasonable and would
recommend.

Chris C.

5 Dent Pro was professional, punctual and personable! Hopefully I will not have any more dents but if I do I will
call him again!

Darrell C.

5

Jim A.

5 Very good work done by The Dent Pro. Had 3 small dents fixed on 2 cars. Fast and effective.

Jason E.

4 hello,Jason is my name,and I had four doors on Kia Amanti repaired by Mr.Tom and I was pleased with his
professionalism of his work and his scheduling and promptness.I had to have him go over a small area that was
missed,but took care of it without hesitaton and within a timely matter.I would just say,double check once done.I
will recommend him and use him again as well.The work was done about three weeks ago.

Khalil D.

5 Great customer service and all the dents are gone. Tom removed other dents on the car that I have not noticed
at no extra charge. Would definitely recommend to friends and family

Amy H.

4

James E.

5 Tom did an excellent job. The dents are gone...amazing! Bery happy and satisfied. He is a Pro!

brad l.

5 we had a dent that needed to be fixed in a timely manner. I called Tom in the morning and he was here at our
shop by that afternoon. very fast and very professional. Kudos go to (The Dent Pro)

Darryl B.

5 I recently dented the tailgate on my 2012 Tundra. After looking at it with infuriation for a week, I decided to call
Tom. He responded promptly to my voicemail and after sending him a couple of pics of the dent, we set up a
date and time at my home in Richmond. He performed the repairs (one dent I didn't even notice) in roughly 15
minutes. I would highly recommend Tom to anyone who is a looking for a PDR technician. He is very friendly,
explains the process and was a pleasure to have fix my dents!

Rick S.

5 I had three dents on the passenger side over the rear wheel on my new 2015 Mustang. I watched while Tom
Wilburn did his professional magic and made all the dents disappear. I couldn't believe what I now see, it's all
gone. Being 66 years old I also took advantage of the Senior Citizen discount. I will tell anyone I know about the
great work that Tom does.

Aaron J.

5 Two dents fixed super fast. less than a half hour. Thanks!
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william p.

5 I had a very small dent on my passenger door caused from someone opening there door on mine. Mr. Wilburn
was very professional and his service was the most convenient I have experienced. He came to my house and
fixed my dent in 15-20 mins. I cant even tell that there used to be a dent in my car. Looks brand new again. Also
I am military and he gave me a military discount!! I definitely recommend The Dent Pro to anyone!

eric t.

5 Called Tom for a truck i just got that had 3 dents from the dealer ..! Toms skills are professional and friendly ...!
This is the second time I've used Tom for dent removal :) and of course the trucks dent FREE ..! Honest and
reliable are hard to find and he's 1 ..! The price is right and he's on time ! Eric T.

Robert S.

5 Extremely fast service and a great job! I had 6 small quarter size dents in two doors and he was able to get
them all out and the doors look brand new!
Robert S. - Richmond, VA

Jerry H.

5 Amazing results at an amazing price with a senior discount added. Saved me big bucks!

Chris G.

5 Tom did an excellent job. Great communication. On time. Will use him again and recommend to my friends.
Thanks for a great job Tom.

Tim D.

5 I contacted Tom a couple weeks ago and we set today for my appointment. He was on time and the experience
was outstanding. I would HIGHLY recommend his services. True professional and it is very apparent customer
service is his top priority.

Waybne S.

5 Tom fixed 3 dents in my Mercedes and it looks brand new. He is efficient and obviously knows exactly what
needs to be done. I recommend Tom to anyone who has a dent problem with their car.

Tom M.

5 Tom did a very good job on the dents in my Frontier. He took his time and has very reasonable prices for his
services. Highly recommend Dent Pro for your repairs.

George G.

5 Tom called ahead to let me know he was on his way. Arrived on time. Very personable, got to work right away
and did a great job. Definitely recommend him to others.

Dave S.

5 His 5-star rating is well earned! He drove all the way from Glouster (to VB) to fix multiple dents in both my cars.
He kept me informed of his arrival time and showed up early and ready to go to work. He actually found a few
more dents I hadn't noticed and repaired those as well. Friendly, informative and professional, there's no doubt
I'll use him in the future and will recommend him highly. A great job at a reasonable price.

David L.

5 My wife hit my truck door on the corner of my trailer which left a sharp dent. Tom came to my house and worked
the dent out. I was very impressed with the finished product. Tom was nice and very professional. I would
definitely recommend him to all and he would be the first person I'd call if I had another dent issue in the future.
Thanks again Tom.

Mike S

5 Tom did an excellent job taking the dents out of our new Explorer. Never know they were there. He actually
charged by $25 less than the estimate because it didn't take as long as he thought. Highly recommend

Morgan B.

5 We were referred to Tom Wilburn from a car dealership. Tom was extremely helpful, quick to respond to text
messages and voicemails, as well as accommodating to our needs and time as best as he could. We also really
liked the way he handles his business. Texting the pictures of the dents before having him drive out to us was
extremely efficient, he could easily tell us if the work could be done and gave us a fair estimate. The work was
done quickly with the dents all removed. With Tom being friendly and professional, we will happily be referring
him to others!

Katrina M.

5 Tom was very friendly ,helpful and knowledgeable! I have already referred his services to my friends.

Tony B.

5 Outstanding service and perfect repair! Would not trust anyone else for dent repair. As a military service
member, attention to detail is paramount. Thanks!

Alexandra S.

5 Really, a great experience. Tom was kind, quick and accommodating. My car looks great and I couldn't be more
pleased. If I have the unfortunate problem of getting another dent on my prius c, I will be calling Tom - without a
doubt.

Summer R.

5 AWESOME JOB! My fiance ran into the passenger back door on my vehicle with a riding lawnmower. He called
Tom that evening and he responded right away. He was at my place of business the next day and did a perfect
job in about 20 minutes flat! You cant even tell there was ever a dent there. Great communication and a true
pleasure to work with. I would definitely recommend him to anyone with this problem.

Jim T.

5 What a wonderful experience. Right from the first step, Tom was responsive to my emails and texts and setting
up an appointment was a breeze. The quality of the work was outstanding and I would not hesitate to
recommend and use his services in the future.
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Charles B.

5 Tom removed about 50 hailstone dings from my wife's new Lexus...she is very happy that it's perfect once
again. The cost was very reasonable and he fixed it in my garage...what a convenience! Deserves a 6th star.

Bryan T.

5 Very nice to work with…….he did a very nice job fixing the ding/crease on my wife's new suburban.

Robert C.

5 Well, I was skeptical, as you probably are too. I tried asking friends if they had any experience with paint less
dent repair and no one did. I started by doing a google search and several companies appeared. The Dent Pro
caught my attention because it had reviews, videos, Tom's insurance and business license information right
there for me to see. I emailed Tom some pictures on a Friday and he came out on Monday. I had a small dent
from a shopping cart. Tom worked on the dent for about 30 minutes and its gone. You can't see anything but
straight sheet metal. I will be keeping his brochure and I hope I never need his services again, but he is the guy
I'll be calling if I do. If you need a dent removed, you won't be disappointed with Tom Wilburn! I'm still in awe that
he got the dent out. Thanks Tom !

Larry B.

5 Dent Pro (Tom) is very professional, courteous and kept a timely appointment. His repair on my 2013 Altima was
better than I expected given the severity of a deer hit in the rear door. All aspects of the job were explained in
detail prior to him starting and he made sure I was 100% satisfied with the repair. I'd easily recommend him.

Adrian D.

5 Called Tom from a referral. I sent him pictures of my dents. He quoted me a reasonable price. He was able to
come out the same day. He was able to fixed them while I was at work. It only took several minutes. Could not
see a trace of dents. He is amazing at his job! Thanks Tom!

Michelle J.

5 I am very thankful that I came across Tom's website while searching for dent repair. He returned my call
promptly and said that he would be able to fix my car that day! He even came out to my job to work on my car
and offered an Educator's discount. He did an excellent job repairing the dent and had amazing customer
service.

Rodney T.

5 I was really impressed by the level of quality and professionalism that I received from Tom Wilburn. I had just
recently purchased a 2015 Ford Escape, I was able to get a mark down on it because of a few minor dents on it.
My wife didn't want me to buy it because of them. But I told her we could really use the Mark down. I wasn't sure
if these dents would be easy to repair, but a friend told me about a guy who serviced his vehicle recently, Tom
Wilburn,so I decided to give him a call. Tom came out that day to look at the dents, He gave me an estimate and
we set up an appointment the next day.It was raining, So I didn't think Tom would come. To my surprise we
pulled the vehicle in my garage and it only took Tom 1 hour to remove 3 dents. I was so happy with Tom and his
work and the price that I will make sure that I Will refer him to all of my friends.

Mike E.

5 A vehicle's passenger side mirror left a black rubber streaked creased dent in driver side rear door of my Mazda
CX-9. I searched the net for dent remover estimates. Tom Wilber was my second call. I was immediately
impressed with his friendly manner and set up a meeting at my home.
He reviewed the damage, explained what needed to be done, and guaranteed his work.
Tom Wilburn did not disappoint me. He expertly restored my car door and took a lot of pride in his work. I highly
recommend his services. Whenever I need a dent repair, I know who I am going to call.

Christine F.

5 Tom was pleasant to work with. I got my two dents taken care of the same day. He was on time, and he fixed the
dents while I shopped. The job was done well, and I am dent free thanks to Tom. I will definitely use The Dent
Pro again, and highly recommend his service. The price was much cheaper than going to an auto body shop.
Fast, reasonable, and great ob.

Penny L.

5 He arrived at my house on time and did an excellent job repairing a dent in my car. Would highly recommend

Marc S.

5 Tom was very accommodating to my schedule. I feel I got quicker service than going to a chain company. Tom
did a good job and completed the work quickly. Would definitely hire again.

Lorraine N.

5 Had 2 dents removed from rear passenger door. Door looks brand new. Very happy with the results. Will use
The Dent Pro again.

Norm L.

5 Tom showed up right on time did an amazing job , had to do it outside and it was a little chilly, he is very friendly
and personable. I would recommend Tom to anyone needing such a repair

Henry W.

5 Tom was very professional. I had to ask him where dent was located. I couldn't find it! He did an excellent job.

Dwayne P.

5 Experience was great! He was on time for the appointment, very professional, did great work! I recommend him
to be your first choice for dent repair!

John K.

5 It was a pleasure to work with Tom. He made sure that all work was performed to my satisfaction. He is
couteous, knowledgable in his field, and arrived timely. I would definitely recommend him to anyone needing
paintless dent removal and would use him again myself.

Penny H.

5 I had a dent in my passenger door. Another satisfied customer gave me his number. I called him and he got
back with me as soon as possible. He worked on my car, price was reasonable (not like he was trying to get
over) and his personality, professionalism, was just great. Anyone needing a dent pro, Tom is the one!!
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Eric S.

5 Very high standards. Spent an extra hour trying to go from excellent to perfect, even though I was already more
than satisfied with the repair. I would not hesitate to use again in the future.

Jeff C.

5 Great man and great service provided. Tom took his time over the phone and explained everything in detail. He
then traveled all the way to VA Beach and revived my 2015 Acura. It looks as good as new! Definitely the man
you want to hire if you get a dent in your vehicle.

Tom P.

5 Tom came out to my house in the middle of a snowfall and flattened 4 dents in about half an hour. Fair price and
excellent service. Would recommend to anyone needing dent repair.

Lavoria R.

5 My entire experience with Tom was superb. My husband called him to schedule an appointment and he came
out about 2 days later in freezing temperatures. He called to advise when he was on his way. When he got to
my home he explained the entire process of what I should expect. He was done within 30 minutes and I couldn't
tell where the dent and scratches were. I highly recommend Tom's services.

Bill C.

5 After scratching my Ford Mustang's front fender, I wanted to get the best dent removal guy available. Like most
people, I asked around in my circle of friends and was given Tom's name to contact. I called Tom and texted him
several photos of the dent and he told me that he felt that he would be able to pull the dent out with no problem.
Tom drove about 2 hours to met me in Richmond. I found that Tom's ability to straighten out that fender was
more than I had hoped for. The dent was removed in less than an hour and a half and even I am finding it tough
to see where it was. If you have any dents, don't hestitate to call Tom. Good work!

Don M

5 Very professional and expert service provided would recommend to anyone in need of such services.

Charles D.

5 I came to Tom to get a few dents fixed on my company car. And all i can say is "wow" ive never done the
paintless dent repair before. Ill be coming back in the the future.

Timothy R.

5 Tom was outstanding! The work was of top notch quality, reasonably priced, and was very quick. I dropped the
car off and went to have breakfast, as soon as I paid the tab I was receiving a call notifying me that the repair
was complete! I arrived to see a dent-less car! Very happy with this service and would recommend to anyone! I
look forward to working with Tom "the dent pro" in the future! Awesome! Awesone! Awesome!

Mrs. K.

5 My husband had a dent in the side of his work van. Tom was very accomidating and was willing to meet him to
look at the dent. Once my husband met with Tom, he looked at the dent fixed it and he was on his way. You
cannot tell the dent was even there. Great job!

Mike R.

5 I had taken my car to a repair shop for a dent in the front right quarter panel. They told me they could not repair
it unless I spent $1300 to fill it, sand it, and paint it. I called Tom because of his great reviews. He explained
what his process was. He was able to come out to see me in only a few days. He was able to make the repairs
for a fraction of the dealer cost, at my home, and in only a couple of hours. It looks like it was never damaged. I
would recommend Tom to anyone!!

Mike S.

5 He came to repair some dents in my car despite it being pouring rain on and off. Very skilled knowledgable man.
He quickly fixed dents I thought were beyond repair without paint and bodywork, at a great price.

Shea D.

5 Outstanding service. Tom was professional and very knowledgable about his craft!!! Would reccomend him
200% for your dent repair needs. He was very courteous and friendly.

Heyward Agnes B.

5 We were driving to Norfolk from Georgia when our new van was hit in the hood by road debris. The damage
was in a difficult place to reach and on a curved portion of the hood. We needed the damage repaired but knew
no one in this area to help. Our research for the best led us to Tom Wilburn and we called.
Tom could not have been more accommodating and went far beyond our expectations - meeting us in a
convenient location when it fit our schedule. Beyond this, he is most pleasing and kind and we are appreciative
of the fact he is a veteran, as are we.
His work is just amazing - beyond excellent. What was an ugly noticeable dent simply vanished under his tools
and hands. His work ethic stunned us. As we watched him work we could tell he is driven to perfection, not just
to be acceptable. When he finished our work one absolutely could not tell there was ever any damage. To state
we are pleased is an understatement.
Our experience with Tom is the way we wish all our business could be conducted. The Norfolk area has a true
professional in its midst with The Dent Pro. He is not just a pro with dent removal but in his entire business
model and ethic.
Thank you so much Tom.

Mat T.

5 I just had my dent repaired by Tom. He did an excellent job, was super nice, was on time, and gave me a very
fair price. I would recommend him to anyone.
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Bill C.

5 Tom removed eight dents from the hood of my Volvo V90 without a trace! I thought I was doomed to live with
these dents in my aluminum hood but Tom quickly assessed the damage (caused by a recent storm) and went
to work removing the dents. Within 45 minutes he had removed all dents without any damage to my 15 year old
paint! Call Tom, he is a Paintless Dent removal (PRD) PRO! Five stars and highly recommended!

Benny S.

5 As a repeat customer I have to say Tom does a outstanding job. The quality of the work shows like the dent
never happened. I had a dent located on the drivers side door panel. Will highly recommend his services in the
future.

Terry P.

5 Wow! Tom did a excellent job removing the dents out of my Mercedes front fender, after a wind storm blew my
kids portable goal onto it. Highly recommend!

Mark K.

5 Tom is extremely skilled at his craft and genuinely takes pride in a job well done - you will be very pleased with
his work. On top of that he's very professional to work with and took the time to explain the PDR process he
uses to remove dents. I recommend Tom highly.

Rick A.

5 Great guy went out of his way to work on my car. Some ugly shopping card dings in the passenger door. Results
exceeded my expectations and the cost was way way less than conventional body work. Even better was the
fact that I did not have to give up my car for 3 or 4 days. They guy knows his business.

Nick R.

5 Tom came right out and worked quickly to remove dents from the door and front quarter panel of my new Toyota
Avalon caused by hitting a traffic cone. When he was done, it was virtually impossible to tell there had ever been
any damage.
It's obvious that Toms experience makes him a "go to guy" when you need dents removed. Definitely beats
going to a body shop and loosing the use of your car for awhile...will use again without reservation.

Mike E.

5 Had a small dent on rear door passenger side of my 2013 Equinox. Got the number of The Dent Pro from my
local body shop. Called Tom yesterday and he came this morning and fixed it. You can't even tell if there was a
dent in the door. An outstanding job in about 20 minutes. I highly recommend him for this type of work.

Bill J.

5 Tom fixed 3 parking lot dings in a door panel. He was on time, good value, superior results, professional and
very helpful in advising me how to touch-up the few remaining paint chips. I definitely would feel very
comfortable in recommending him to anyone needing small dents removed.

Brian S.

5 Tom came out to my house and popped a couple of dents out of my Audi A3. He was very personable and did a
great job on them. He also was able to give me some good advice on whether or not to take out some other
hard to get to dents. Highly recommended.

Maurice B.

5 I recently bought a used car from a car dealer. Beautiful car but it had a couple dings in the passenger side
door. When I questioned my sales person about fixing the dings before I purchased, he said we cannot do that
for every car we sell because it would cost us too much money. I loved the car so I purchased it anyway. I went
home and did all the research I could online about PDR (Paintless Dent Removal). After two hours of reviewing
many sites, I chose Tom. I sent Tom pictures of the dings I wanted repaired. He immediately responded and
provided me with costs and a time for service. He arrived on time, was very courteous and professional. Within
forty-five minutes the repairs were done and the dings were gone! I was sold on PDR and Tom. When he left I
told him he has a customer for life! Thanks Tom!

Rex C.

5 Tom's service was impeccable. I wish everyone had the friendly, professional disposition he has. We were
referred to him via a dealership and he did a great job!!

Chris H.

5 Tom is terrific at what he does and very professional. He came to my house on a Sat afternoon to remove three
dents from my cars. I was unfamiliar with paintless dent removal prior to my experience with Tom, but now I am
an advocate. The dents that he was able to work on look as good as new. His prices were very reasonable and
very fair. I will definitely use him again when/if I have dent troubles.

Tracy V.

5 Tom is extremely professional, friendly and convenient. It was awesome that he came straight to my house. Not
having to go to a Dealer or a body shop was important. I've been putting this small dent off in our car for over a
year, simply because its not convenient to get it fixed. Tom set up a time to come that worked with our schedule
after banking hour so that I didn't have to take off work. Tom removed the dent in less than 10 minutes. I had my
husband go look at the car to check it out, he couldn't even tell where the dent used to be. Promise me, if you
use Tom Wilburn, you will be pleased.

Tom H.

5 Tom was great. He arrived early, ready to get started. The dent was removed and looks good. I will tell and show
all my friends. He does great work, you dont want to loose this man. Thank you,Tom Hayes

Ivan B.

5 I never used a PDR service before and was nervous about having it performed on a classic car I own. Tom did a
great job and it looks great.
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Donald C.

5 TOM WAS VERY NICE AND POLITE AND EVEN CAME TO MY HOUSE. GETTING THE LAW
ENFORCEMENT DISCOUNT WASN'T BAD EITHER. I WILL USE HIM AGAIN IF NEEDED.

Arthur H.

5 A great job on an otherwise expensive repair. Great value, on time, and performed outstanding.
Arthur Henderson, Denbigh Plantation, Newport News, VA

Ronnie D.

5 Tom was very professional and did an outstanding Job.

Pam S.

5 As a repeat customer, I enjoy the savings of the VIP Program. Tom has done an outstanding job removing door
dings from my BMW 750Li in the past and again today. I highly recommend The Dent Pro and becoming a VIP
customer! Now if I can just prevent folks from dinging my doors :)

Billie K.

5 personable, friendly, proficient, and flexible on appoint time. Dents were removed when other shop who does
body work said they couldn't do it. Less than an hour to do job.

Chris M.

5 I noticed a dimple in the drivers door of my 2013 Ford Expedition a month ago. The vehicle only has 5000 miles
on it and, although it bothered me every time I look at it, I figured it would be a big deal to repair it so I just let it
go. Today I was picking up my wife's car and mentioned the damage to the dealer. She mentioned the type of
repair Tom does so I gave him a call. I called Tom at 10:30 and described the damage. He said he was confident
he could repair the damage and could be at my house by 1:30 the same day. Admittedly I was a little skeptical
but was sold as soon as Tom arrived and very professionally explained the process he would use to make the
repair. In less than 15 minutes I could not tell there was ever any damage. Tom was timely, very professional
and did an excellent job. I would highly recommend him for this type of work.

Marcus N.

5 Tom is a unique guy, with a unique talent in a unique business. I have been riding around with an ugly dent in a
otherwise nice truck for over a year, I assumed the only way to get it fixed was going to be at a body shop, the
whole procedure of scheduling, drop off and collection led me to procrastinate in getting this done. Driving in
Gloucester, I noticed Tom's Work vehicle with his name and phone number. I called him the following day and
sent him a picture of the damaged area. He promptly replied with an estimate and suggested time to come to
me and do the job that afternoon. He showed up promptly and did a professional first class job. He was very
conscientious in his concern that I was completely satisfied, and yes I was. Would highly recommend his
services

Charles B.

5 Mr. Wilburn is truly a trained professional. I am thoroughly amazed at the result. The finished work was
unbelievable. I admit I was extremely skeptical at first, but Mr. Wilburn's talent is beyond description. Very
professional work. I am extremely satisfied and would again retain his services again if needed in the future.

Rachael K.

5 Had a minor dent in the driver's side door of my car. Tom set up a time to come out and fix my car on a Saturday
morning. He texted me when he was about 30 minutes away and arrived pretty close to that time. It took him
about 15 minutes to repair the dent, filled out some paperwork, and then was gone! Overall, efficient, timely, and
convenient service. Highly recommended!

Paul D.

5 Very easy to work with Tom getting a quote and setting up the service. Tom is a master at his craft, I had three
dents fixed and the results were PERFECT. I definently recommend others to use the Dent Pro!

Dennis C.

5 Tom is a Pro. Before he arrived I had numerous little door dings and a dent in the hood of my 2002 Dodge
Dakota. In a short period of time he was able to make all of them disappear. My truck looks fantastic! Thanks
Tom!

Rob L.

5 Great work, all dents are gone, the cars look perfect. Very professional service!

Robert B.

5 Would highly recommend Tom to anyone, wish I knew about the Dent Pro sooner! Great customer service and
satisfaction!

Adam R.

5 I sent Tom a text with some pictures of my damage after seeing the other reviews and some browsing on The
Dent Pro website. He was prompt to respond and we worked out a ballpark time and day for him to come check
out the dents. I had a small one on the hood, as well as a pretty nasty dented in scrape on my door. He showed
up right on time and was very helpful in explaining the process and intended outcome. The dent on my hood
came out perfectly and the one on the door, while still there, does now look much more acceptable than it did.
Tom was very upfront about the difficulty of that particular dent and that the percentage of repair would not be
too high.
Overall Tom 'The Dent Pro' was a pleasure to work with, got the job done quickly, and seemed like a honest,
upstanding guy. I will not hesitate to bring any future work his way.

Brad A.

5 As someone who cares deeply about their vehicle, it killed me to see a fresh dent in the side of my truck. After a
friends recommendation I called Tom. He was very responsive, polite and professional and had my car repaired
within hours of my phone call. He repaired my dent at my place of work and had my truck looking like brand new
in no time at all! Thanks again!
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Stephanie W

5 Responsive to inquiries, great customer service, and thorough work. My brand new car was less than 2 weeks
old when someone opened their door into mine. I was so upset but Tom had it looking brand new again!!!
Thanks so much!

Roger R.

5 Pulled Tom over after seeing his truck on the way to my work. I had a dent in the side of my truck after a turkey
flew into it. The auto body shop told me the dent in my truck would cost around $700 after grinding and
repainting. Tom was able to repair the dent without the body shop work and for an unbeatable price. Did an
outstanding job, looks like new. Tom was very friendly and professional. Would highly recommend!

Randy Y.

5 Tom did an outstanding job of repairing a dent in the door of my black truck. I HIGHLY recommend him.

John D.

5 Mr. Wilburn has done fantastic job on my 2013 Altima. Will definitely Use again.

Jason E.

5 We needed a dent removed from our front fender. Tom's work was very good and we feel he delivered very
good service. Since we are new to Gloucester, we appreciated Tom's input and tips on getting familiar with the
town and its unique features. We highly recommend him to anyone needing his services.

Scott K.

5 Great service, fast and convenient. Tom was in my area and met me to repair a small dent on my wife's car. He
was very professional and well priced service.
I would recommend him to my friends and family if they needed a repair.

David R.

5 I have a brand new car that got a door ding. I was really frustrated but I found the Dent Pro on Google. All he
requested was that I text him a few photos of the damage. I sent him the photos and he said he would be able
to fix it. He came to my house a few days later and fixed the dent in about 20 minutes. He explained exactly
what he was doing and was very professional. I will definetly call him next time I get dent.

Gregory S.

5 Spoke withTom over the phone about a parking lot dent in the door of my 2002 Thunderbird. He agreed to come
to my house the next day to repair it. He came on time and repaired my car for the agreed price. The repair is
perfect and I can't tell the car was damaged. Excellent service and I'd recommend him without hesitation to
friends and family.

Daniel W.

5 Best choice I could have made!!! I called Tom and he arrived at my location the SAME day. A true professional in
all aspects and I could not have asked for a better repair of the crease in the hood of my Mercedes Benz. It was
so good that you cannot tell there was ever any prior damage. Tom will always be the first person I call for any
dent repair for all my vehicles!!! Again, thanks Tom!!!

Jess L.

5 Very fast, courteous service! The outcome was amazing!! Thank you again Tom.

Sheila A.

5 True to his word, talented, and customer focused: I'd highly recommend Tom if your car needs dent repair. He
worked out a sizable dent in the rear fender of my Mini Cooper. He explained what he would do ahead of time,
came to my house do work his magic, and filled me in when he was done. My car looks great!

Wilson N.

5 Had two ¾” diameter dings in the right door due to someone opening their door into it in a parking lot. Met Tom
at the agreed location and time and he was on time. It took no longer than 30 minutes total to complete the
repairs. The results were very good with no damage to the paint. I would recommend him to a friend for this type
repair.

Christina B.

5 I contacted Tom to make the appointment. He was diligent in getting to our appointment on time and the work
was preformed excellently. I would recommend him to any and every one.

John W.

5 Outstanding customer service and workmanship!
Tom and I had multiple scheduling conflicts, and Tom was extremely flexible in working me in to fix my car.
And the results were nothing short of phenomenal. About 30 minutes of work, and Tom was finished.
You can not see where the dent was, making the car look like new.
Give Tom a chance to make your car look like new, his work has my highest recommendation.

Carrie M.

5 Tom, with surgical precision, worked the dent out of my rear quarter panel on my brand new Edge. It only took
thirty minutes to complete, too. Tom is a super friendly guy, which is always an added bonus. I would highly
recommend Tom to remove any dents or dings from your vehicle.

Daniel G.

5 Tom gave me a 'pre-call' to let me know he was on the way which was greatly appreciated...he was very nice
and had the dent fixed in less than 10 minutes! Truck was only 2 months old when it was dented and it looks
brand new again, I couldn't be happier with the outcome for such a reasonable price. Will use him for every
future dent for sure...thanks!

William D.

5 Outstanding results on my Lexus, Miata & Ranger. Tom is a professional with a real trade skill! Saved me $$$ by
not having to have paint & bodywork. No door dings or golf ball dents! I highly recommend The Dent Pro.
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Charles G.

5 My 2004 Cobra mustang took beating after a ladder in the garage fell on the passenger quarter panel last
Thursday. I contacted Tom explaining the damage, and he showed up at my place the following day. It
absolutely blew my mind how fast, professional and simple he made this look. He literally took 4 dents out in no
time, and the car is back to its immaculate shape. The man is a true wizard to this art, and would highly
recommend him to anyone who needs dent repairing. The only problem was, I had two dents prior to the ladder
incident....I only wish I hadn't waited so long to call!

Scott E.

5 Tom came to my office and did a great job on a dent in my rear quarter panel of my GMC Yukon. I was told by
another provider it was not fixable because of the closed wheel wells. Tom drilled a small hole fixed the dent and
did a nice job patching the wheel well with a plug, All in all I'm very happy!

Alan K.

5 I set up an appointment with Tom to repair a small dent on the passenger door of my Corolla.He arrived
promptly,set up his gear and managed a fine job on my vehicle.A very personable individual,I would definitely
recommend his services to anyone searching for a dent repair specialist.

Cecelia E.

5 Great service and great pricing. Best in Virginia!

Sam D.

5 Tom - thanks for the great repair you did on my truck. It is true gift you have. I can't even tell I had dent after you
where done. Well done Tom. Well done!

Duane T.

5 Great job! Great guy! I called Tom on a Sat. afternoon and he was at my house in less than 1 hour. About a hour
later both my cars looked new again. Thanks Tom!
(I got you on speed dial)

Don W.

5 Removal of two dents on our 2012 Ford Taurus. Service was very good and the car looks great.

Pam S.

5 I am so pleased with the work Tom did on my BMW! He removed door dings and creases from my rear doors, to
the point you would never know they existed. Tom is very kind and knowledgeable in PDR

Satisfied C.

5 Professional, timely, and proficient!! Would use again!

Jason P.

5 I had a couple dings on both mine and my wife's car that I wanted to get fixed. Read the reviews for Tom's work
and thought we'd give it a shot. Extremely satisfied with the results - professional, prompt, high quality
workmanship. Thanks Tom

Gene P.

5 I saw Tom driving down Jefferson Avenue in Newport News, VA. I honked at him and asked him to pull over to
look at the damage on my vehicle. He did so, Quoted a price to complete the repair, and then kept a the
scheduled time. He did a Great Job!

Amanda R.

5 Tom arrived promptly at scheduled time. Very professional and extremely nice! He explained everything that he
would be doing and answered any questions prior to starting. After he finished you could barely notice the dent
on my door! Thanks so much Tom! I know who to call if this happens again!

Darrell W.

5 I called Tom on a Monday and he was at my home on Wednesday morning as scheduled. I had a dent in the
door of my Tahoe for three years and wished I had called him much sooner. Tom was professional, detailed, and
you can't find where the dent was. I highly recommend him to others.
Darrell W.

Leigh F.

5 Tom was very professional and did a wonderful job! My car looks like new again! I am very happy and would
recommend Tom to anyone with a dent/ding in their car. Great job!

Ai Y.

5 On time. Very professional. Did a great job. Reasonable pricing.

Stephan P.

5 Tom did a fantastic job on a dent that I thought would require a conventional body shop. He traveled almost 50
miles to meet me and even took care of an extra ding that wasn't included in the quote. Great service at a very
reasonable price! I will use him again.

Mike S.

5 Tom called to set up an appointment, showed up on time and was able to complete the job in less than an hour.
Very professional and the job looked great.

Nick C.

5 Tom came to my work the same day I called and fixed my dent in the parking lot. Within about 3 hours of calling
him, he was done and you couldn't tell the dent was ever there. He was very friendly and explained the process
and the fee (which was very reasonable) before he started. I have no complaints and couldn't have asked for
more. He will be my first call the next time I need a dent fixed.

Chad X

5 Found The Dent Pro online on a whim and decided to give it a shot. Really glad I did. Tom's responsiveness,
professionalism, and skill are top notch. The guy takes pride in his work and cares about customer satisfaction. I
had three dings on my vehicle that were repaired quickly and they have literally disappeared. If you have a dent
or ding, do yourself a favor, save yourself a bunch of time, and just call Tom.
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Kathy and Jimmy H.

5 Tom did a wonderful job my mother's car. We called him and he showed up within minutes and finish the job
quck. And let me tell you, IT WAS FABULOUS!!! We'll defintely be calling Tom for future repairs!!!

John E.

5 Tom took a few dents out of my girlfriend's Mazda 6. They were beyond what he would normally work on, but he
was kind enough to give it a try for me anyway. His work came out excellent. My girlfriend is thrilled to have the
dents removed from her car at a mere fraction of the price it would have cost at a body shop. Tom is very honest
about his work and is well aware of his capabilities and limitations which makes him great to work with. If he's
unable to fix something, he will let you know and he will explain why. Excellent experience and I would
recommend him to anyone looking to have work done.

David L.

5 I had a minor dent in my vehicle that I wanted out if possible without a huge fee. Tom removed the dent in just
minutes and charged me a very reasonable price. I would recommend him for any defect you might have in your
vehicle's finish.

Oscar W.

5 I called Tom on a Saturday and he arranged to me the next day after I sent him pictures of my damage. He
arrived a few minutes early and was very professional and strightforward about the process. The overall repair
took less than an hour and looks amazing! He exceeded my expectations.

Martha W.

5 I visited Wynne Ford body shop in Hampton about 18 months ago regarding dings in my Rio5. After receiving an
$870 estimate to fix the car, this excellent lady at the shop recommended I save my money by contacting Tom
Wilburn. She told me he had a process that was much less invasive and costly.
I hung on to his card and during my 2012 Thanksgiving stay-cay called him in hopes of getting an appointment.
Tom responded rapidly to my call, proceeded to my home, examined dings on both my Rio5 and F150, and
provided an incredibly reasonable rate to fix both vehilces right then and there.
He is a skilled techinician, honest businessman, efficient, and courteous. I give him the highest recommendation
for his work.
I consider myself doubly blessed in this transaction by these honest inidividuals.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all!

Peter T.

5 Tom was on time and professional. Described the process and applied it as he said he would. Very reasonable
price.

Sam B.

5 We had acorn damage to the hoods of two of our vehicles. It looked like serious hail damage. Tom came to our
home exactly when scheduled and over the course of several hours, removed every single ding and dent from
both of them. They now look like nothing ever happened.
Great work, quick service and right on time. Tom seems to be a very professional technician and I will certainly
call him again when we need a ding or dent removed from any of our vehicles. I highly recommend his
alternative to typical repair/repaint repairs when applicable.

Johnnie P.

5 The srevice was excellent. He was on time and did excatly what he said. I had 2 nice size dents in my lexus and
did not want to paint the car he removed them and you cant tell anything was there. By far it is the best thing to
do. I would tell anyone to go to Tom, thanks again my car looks great

Jackie C.

5 I work for a large insurance carrier, and I feel 100% confident when I refer my customers to Tom for their PDR
needs. In fact, I trust Tom so much I asked him to help me out with my own vehicle. I had a dent about the size
of a quarter on my fender, and within 10 minutes, it was completely gone..........just like it never happened!! It
looks amazing! If you need any PDR work done, Tom is the man for the job! So incredibly professional, reliable
and talented at his job. Thanks Tom!

Molly H.

5 Tom was very professional and his service is great! He came to my house and fixed some door dings my car.
The car looks great and I would definitely recommend him to anyone!

Salvatore R.

5 Tom arrived within two hours of the initial phone call and did the job in under one hour. Quality work and very
clean. I would recommend Mobile Auto Doctors for fixing dents.

Steve K.

5 Extremely professional. Provided a thorough estimate and realistic expectations for the repair. Was very
meticulous at completing the repair.
As an individual, Tom was personable and easy to work with. I would recommend Tom's dent repair services to
anyone in need of paintless dent repair.

Rose B.

5 Describe your experience with Mobile Auto Doctors.
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Phil D.

5 After getting several dents in the hatch back of my one year old cross-over, I returned to the dealer to get their
recommendations on repairing the dents. They indicated that they would only recommend one man to attempt
the repair, Tom Wilburn. I contacted Tom and asked him about removing the dent. He told us that he was sure
he could correct the problem, and we set up the appointment for the following week. Tom did just what he said
he could do and removed the dents without any damage to the paint. My wife and I were very pleased with his
work, and also the manner in which he ran his business. Tom is very professional in his approach, and his work
is excellent. Hopefully we won't encounter another dent, but if we do, I know who we will call!

Bruce J.

5 I had a dent in my hood (dimple) and told Tom I was very particular and if I can see any traces of the dent after
his work, I am really not interested. Tom commented, "You will not know the dent was even there and if you are
not happy, you do not have to pay me." I was pleased to write the check and the dent is completely gone as he
stated. Great Job! My hood is like new!!

Simon D.

5 I contacted Tom Wilburn because I was ready to sell my vehicle but before I advertised it I wanted to remove a
sizable dent from one of the doors. I had been told by other people that this dent could not be removed in a
paintless manner. However, after Tom looked at it he said he thought he could remove the dent to about 95%
success. I gave him the go ahead and returned in approximantely one hour and had a hard time seeing where
the dent used to be. Tom was very professional, and very efficient in the execution of the repair. I would
recommend anyone with this kind of problem to contact Tom as he perfomed to a level of skill and expertise, not
often found in today's world.

Robin B.

5 After my brand new car was dinged up in a parking lot, I was unsettled about a traditional repair process, as I
did not want bondo on my new car and I knew the paint would never match (its 3-stage paint). So I called Tom to
see if he could repair the 18" dent. Sure enough, he could and he did. In less than 2 hours, my car looked as
good as new and my worries were gone! Tom was prompt, professional and clearly knows what he is doing! He
turned a bad experience into a good result.. I could not be more happy with the repair.
Thanks Tom :-)

Scott R.

5 Tom Wilburn did an outstanding job on my dents, vehicle is as good as new. I have found my dent doctor for life.
Now I'll look forward to a shopping cart in the parking lot cause I know the dent won't stay long.

Lisa S.

5 Tom was on time and very professional. He did a fantastic job fixing the dent in my car door. I recommend if you
have an issue that he covers to give him a call!

Donald R.

5 Tom from Mobile Auto Doctors did a fantastic job. He even got out one dent that was in the crease of the body.
Very personable and friendly. Would definitely recommend him to anyone in need of dent repair.

Allen R.

5 Thanks tom Wilburn you did a great job on my car it looks like new I love the price too. Thanks alot

Natalie F.

5 I was so impressed with Tom. I called him to remove a small door dent in my new minivan. He came right over
and was at my home within a hour and had it fixed within 20 minutes. When he was finished you couldn't tell it
had happened at all. He was friendly and professional. Having small children I really appreciate them coming to
me to fix my car. Pricing was very fair, and he actually charged me less than he quoted which I found very
honest. I am sure I will need Tom at Mobile Auto Doctors again and will refer them to my friends!

Sandra C.

5 Mobile Auto Doctors - well what can I say. When I called Saturday I spoke to Tom. Very professional! He made
an appointment for Sunday, gave me details about what he could do, and a reasonable price range. He was ON
TIME, he did what HE SAID he'd do, and did I mention he loves dogs :) I highly recommend MAD. I hope I don't
have need for this kind of service again, but if I do, I calling them back.

Susan S.

5 I am very happily writing this review to tell you that Mobile Auto Doctors are Wonderful, Hardworking and take
Great Pride in their work. My 3 month old Prius had been dented by a few people that must not have cared
about their own car in parking lots. Tom was able to get rid of the dents and you can't even tell where they were.
I highly recommend calling MAD if you have dents you need to get rid of.

James H.

5 Had door dings on door and rear quarter panel on my TL. Great job! looks good as new! Reasonably priced
professional with great customer service.
highly recommend!

RJ W.

5 I had a great experience with MAD. They were quick and efficient and able to work around my schedule. Tom
was able to get a quarter-sized dent out of my door for little cost. I would definitely recommend them to anyone
in the area. They DO WORK!

Percy F.

5 I would highly recommend MAD to anyone that needs help fixing a dent or anything else they advertise.In a day
when it is hard to find hard working HONEST people out there,MAD stands behind their quality work.No wonder
my insurance agent was the person who steered me in their direction.Top notch people.Percy

Elisa N.

5 Tom did a fabulous job repairing several dents in my passenger door. He was right on time, nice, courteous, and
just a really pleasant guy. I would highly recommend calling him for any of your paintless dent repairs!
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Dave M.

5 Tom did a great job removing a sizable dent and several smaller dings from my Jaguar - you wouldn't know they
were ever there. He responded immediately to my request for a quote then was able to take care of the service
working around my schedule. His price and responsiveness was better than another local provider of similar
services.

Matt H.

5 Tom did a very good job pulling the dent on my Dodge Dakota. He worked around my schdule and was very
professional. I would definately recommend his services to my friends. Great work!

Kim R.

5 WOW. Tom removed my dents from hail damage and parking lot dings and you would never know they were
there. What a awesome choice to have. Remove dents without breaking the factory paint finish on your vehicle.
The price is right and the service is top notch. And he has a good joke to tell from time to time. Just ask him.
Keep up the great work Tom.
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